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Edit O – Wendy Carlyle 

As I write the sun is out and the temperature has soared, and the last thing I 

want to do is to be on the computer! It seems a long time since we were 

orienteering, having just spent two weeks in the Outer Hebrides on our bikes, 

so forgive me if the JK and British Champs are distant memories! 

Thank you to all contributors.  Next issue I will be once again turning the 

spotlight on AIRE folks but don’t wait for an e-mail from me before you dust 

off your laptop and write something.   

Enjoy Pete’s account of his and Ruth’s cycling holiday in India and the Parkers’ 

reports on Trail-O.  Sadly, I haven’t received an article about the British Champs but I can include one 

in the next issue if you want to pen something.  Thank you to Liz for writing about their JK holiday 

weekend.  If you are a park runner, put the 1st July on your calendar and turn up at Bradford for 

Airienteers’ Parkrun Takeover. 

Contributions to wendy.carlyle@btinternet.com   

(Photo Credit:  Tony Carlyle – York Urban) 

AA Archives 

The July 1992 edition of Aire Affairs had photos of Esther Roberts (W21L), Ian Marshall (M21L), 

Donald Purves (M21L) and Mike Cox (M40L) competing at the JK at Bigland in the Lake District.  69 

Airienteers took part with Yvette Hague (later Baker) taking 1st place in W21E and Richard Hill and Jo 

Thornley taking first places on M15B and W45S respectively.  AIRE had second places in the 

Women’s Premier. The M/W60+ and the M40+ at the Relay.  Clive Allen compared Easter-O in 

Denmark with the JK.  Edith Whalley (W60) was leading the Club League with Ruth Jones (W35) in 

second place and Hilary Allen (W45) in third. 

Robert Ker reported on the newly published ‘A Countryside for Sport’ document by the Sports 

Council and had mixed feelings about its possible impact for orienteering. 

National Orienteering Day was marked by an event at Black Carr Woods organised by Graham 

Moyes and Mike de Villiers, and the Bradford Schools’ Orienteering Challenge held at Nell Bank and 

Middleton Woods attracted nine schools and a hundred 8-13 year olds. 

 

 

 

mailto:wendy.carlyle@btinternet.com
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Chair Affairs – Tony Thornley 

Volunteering 

I have been delighted by the excellent response from many of you to the very extensive programme 

which the club is now trying to provide. The evening sprint events are fully staffed, this year’s major 

events are well in hand, coaching is taking place - with a top coaching weekend lined up, and the junior 

evening races - despite some poor turnouts - have been supported by many members. Thanks all very 

much. Our sport is complicated to organise - I would argue sometimes we make it over-complex - and 

demands much of our volunteers. I have found it so much easier as Chair to have enthusiasts on the 

committee willing to ‘do stuff’ and especially to have volunteers willing to take on the less popular 

jobs (organising, stiles etc). 

 

Juniors 

My mission to increase junior participation has been a 

bit hit and miss so far. Our Junior Development Officer, 

Simon Martland, has done a lot of successful work in 

schools, mainly in Leeds, to promote orienteering with 

groups of primary age children. We have been well 

represented at the Leeds Schools’ Games at Beckett 

Park and Middleton Park, with enthusiastic children 

and teachers. But our schools league, despite 

extensive publicity and good support from members, 

has attracted few children. We are learning from this and will go smaller scale in future. We need to 

build contacts in schools first, rather than just assuming that if we publicise local events children and 

parents will turn up. I still believe this is the future of orienteering: if SYO can get several hundred 

children and parents to park events, so can we. 

 

Results 

A relay win and quite a few individual second places at the National Championships have been well 

publicised on our website - congratulations to all for flying the AIRE flag so successfully. However I 

note with concern the drop in our relay entries - any good ideas about how we can get more members 

to run in relays? 

 

Congratulations also to Jack Wood and Lucy Haines for their wins in the Jack Bloor race, and to Jack 

for some other tremendous fell results, and for his selection for the GB fell running team. 

 

Things to come…… 

I know it’s all on the website, but some particular reminders: 
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Parkrun takeover - Lister Park July 1st. Leon Foster hopes that AIRE can staff the parkrun as will give 

us the opportunity to publicise ourselves, and especially the urban events the following weekend. 

Please let him know (leonfoster@gmail.com) if you can help. 

 

Members’ picnic and prize-giving at Bradford Grammar School between the two sprint races on 

Saturday 8th July (note, a change to previous plans). David Alcock is coordinating the arrangements. 

(alcock_david@hotmail.com) 

 

Coaching weekend, November 4/5, S.Lakes. Plans are pretty well advanced. We will have coaching in 

Blakeholme (a top area, used for a World Cup race) on Saturday, accommodation in chalets at Great 

Tower and an open competition at Great Tower (also a top area - BNC 2017) on Sunday. We have 

agreed to stage this race with LOC’s support. Top planner Chris Burden is relishing the opportunity of 

getting his hands on real contour detail at last. Coaching organiser is alcock_david@hotmail.com 

 

BOC2019, hosted by YHOA: May 4-6 2019: sprint race on Saturday in Leeds or Bradford, long distance 

in the Dales, relay at Middleton Park (all probably!). I’m gradually getting offers of help, but would 

really welcome more. I’m particularly keen to hear from anyone interested in planning the long 

distance, planning/organising the sprint, in managing the money and in helping to coordinate. 

Otherwise I’ll have to start bribing/arm twisting…. (chair@aire.org.uk) 

 

Last but by no means least - stiles. Every event in the Dales needs stiles. We got a good team out to 

help carry and fetch last time, but Guy has been doing the fixing for as long as I can remember. He 

badly needs an apprentice or two so that his skills can be passed on. Let him or me know if you can 

help, even if only occasionally. 

guypatterson@hotmail.co.uk 

 

And on an entirely different note… 

How to be topp in orienteering 

I’m not sure you can learn from others’ mistakes, but in the spirit of sharing mess-ups, and inviting 

other contributions, here are three of mine from Springtime in Shropshire this weekend. And please 

note that I did quite a good job on the other 36 controls, so not all gloom. 

 

Day 1 - Long Mynd - 7-8 

Typical Long Mynd terrain. Good run as far as 7. But route choice 

here - do you just run down the spur and through the green lines, 

or do you go down the reentrant - gap in the green lines. Previous 

green lines had been heather, so I assumed very slow for 200m, 

so I went down the reentrant. Quite good going, with the Smost 

crag as an attack point. Go NE to the next crags but then see the 

control (‘between the crags) miles above me. So have to flog up 

steep and awkward slope. And control is really on the top crag. 

Worse still, the route to 9 reveals that the green lines are quite low bracken, not heather. So I lose a 

mailto:leonfoster@gmail.com
mailto:alcock_david@hotmail.com
mailto:alcock_david@hotmail.com
mailto:chair@aire.org.uk
mailto:guypatterson@hotmail.co.uk
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minute or two. Lesson - try to sus out the map better in advance; I think I should have seen that this 

hillside was bracken, not heather. 

 

Day 2 - Nash Wood near Presteigne - 11-12 

A tough course with lots of route choice and uphill. But 

I’ve run well to 10 and take a good route to 11, going 

very carefully from the path in lowish visibility terrain to 

hit the depression at 11 bang on. Excellent! I’d not really 

looked at the last two controls as I thought they were 

just a run down to the finish. So I use rough compass 

across the slope to 12, pacing, and assuming I will hit the 

N-S ditch if I don’t see the E-W stream first. But it’s been 

very dry, I run across the ditch without seeing it and I am 

not sure which way to go once I’ve gone about the right 

distance. As I usually stop short, I run on, almost to the 

path. Stop, see what I’ve done, curse, back up the 

stream. The control is in a short, deeply incut gully - very 

easy to run across the top and not see it. 3 mins wasted. 

Lesson - never relax until the fat lady sings at the finish. I should have aimed off to the W and run 

along the stream. 

 

Day 3 - Brampton Bryan - Start 

The details say to allow 40-50 mins to the start. It’s a 

mile with a lot of climb, but my grandson and I do it 

comfortably in 25 mins. Having got to the start very 

early, I ask for an earlier time and the start official says 

‘you can go now’. So I move into the first box, but have 

not organised my glasses, dibber, compass or sweat 

band. Then have to grab for my descriptions, and also 

sort my grandson’s out for him (orange course), and explain what the symbols mean to him. Don’t 

have time to have more than a very cursory look at a blank map. Feel rushed. Start kite is a few metres 

from the maps - get there and set a bearing as it all looks brackeny and vague. Find a path and curse 

the mapper - as I have a late start assume it may be an elephant track. A bit more searching and no 

control. Eventually find one on a path junction - which must be on the map. Stop. North the map. 

realise, with sinking feeling, that I had it 180o out. The walk to the start had come along the path from 

the NE, and the rotten planner had put the first leg at an acute angle to the run from the maps to the 

start kite. Had I been able to look at the map and orientate myself before starting, I would not have 

made this mistake - 6 minutes!! Made worse as I made no mistakes on the rest of the course. Lesson 

- have a routine at the pre-start and stick to it. 

 

I hope you can learn from my stupidity. May you run in sunlit forests and fells - with not much 

undergrowth. 
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Trail O at the 2017 JK – Alan and Margaret Parker 

Our trip to the JK event was at least as much a chance to see friends and relatives as to get any serious 

running done. 

The first night away from Leeds we spent with Margaret’s old school friend and her husband in 

Leicester. We tried to visit Leicester Cathedral on the Tuesday to see the new tomb of Richard III. 

However the building was closed as the Queen was due to distribute the Maundy Money on the 

Thursday – another time perhaps. 

We then moved on to stay with our daughter Alison in Bedford, for Dad to fix her bike and Mum to 

sort the garden. 

Family duties done we moved on to Uxbridge for the Sprint at Brunel University. We had hoped we 

might have time to go via Windsor Great Park further round the M25, but the Easter traffic was so 

bad we cut the travel short. Instead we used our bus passes to catch a local bus to Heathrow Airport 

and spent a couple of hours drinking tea and eating carrot cake in Terminal 2 in a cafe overlooking the 

take-off runway. It was fascinating to see the procession of planes lining up to take off. 

Finally we got some orienteering done in the sprint around Brunel University. This campus seems very 

similar to Leeds University, but not on a slope! Our courses seemed reasonably straightforward with 

not too many dead end traps. Apart from the stream through the centre of the area which we only 

noticed was uncrossable when coming up against red and white tape. 

After the sprint we did the Temp O which is a form of Trail O all against the clock. The control sites 

were all set between various similar looking residential blocks which made it quite difficult to keep 

one’s bearings. As ever the question do you go for speed of decision and risk penalties for wrong 

answers or work more steadily and logically and run out of time. There were six stations with five 

problems at each which meant 30 solutions to be found at an average rate of one every 30 seconds. 

We left somewhat brain dead. 

We had a break on the Saturday and went to see relatives in Petersfield which seems to have more 

independent coffee shops than anywhere else we know of. 

On Sunday we drove to Horsham to take part in the Pre O at Leechpool. This provided a wide variety 

of control sites, some in more dense vegetation than ideal. The main track followed a large enclosed 

area of open heathland which gave the opportunity for some long distance work on technically 

complex parts – not many of which we got right! However all of this gives plenty of topics for 

discussion over a meal in the evening. The waitress in the restaurant was most intrigued to see the 

maps we were studying so avidly – she nearly put our meals down on top of them! 
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The last full day of the holiday we spent cycling around the lanes between Petersfield and Midhurst. 

Some of these are so narrow and deeply sunken that meeting a range rover coming in the opposite 

direction means a real scramble up-the bank hauling your bike out of the way.  

We came home just a week later than we set off having had a very relaxing (?) time. 

 

JK 2017 – Liz Davies 

Pete and I decided to incorporate a trip to London while down for the JK.  We had booked into 

Graffham Caravan site which was a lovely location south of Petworth and not far from Day 1.  The 

people who ran it had a good sense of humour and made us feel very welcome.   

Day one (for us) at Ambersham Common dawned and we set off only to have to go almost in a circle 

to get there as we couldn’t arrive from the East due to the narrow roads.  I quite enjoyed this; 19 

controls over 3.1 km kept me concentrating hard, mind you I still made a couple of errors, particularly 

a silly one at the end where I was distracted by a control I could see which I should have known was 

not mine.   

We had time on our hands after so we visited Tangmere Military & Aviation Museum Trust near 

Chichester.  This museum told the story of the people involved in the war; there were lots of vignettes 

which really brought home how people were affected and the number of young men who were killed 

in action. Well worth the visit and the cake was good too! 

On our Day two at Holmbush & Buchan Country Park the weather was again very kind and I set off 

well, had a bit of a blip at 4 to 5 and then a major one going to number 11 which should have been 

easy.  I then compounded it with a massive error going to number 12 – I went 250m in the wrong 

direction trying to locate myself and failing miserably. It was when I found number 13 that I eventually 

re-located.  Maybe if I practise more I will get a bit better???  Not too sure about that as I have been 

doing this for quite a long while now.   

Bank Holiday Monday saw us getting on the train at Hazlemere nice and early to go to London.  We 

had decided on the British Museum and the Science Museum in advance (although I was quite 

interested in the Natural History Museum but when I saw the queue I was very glad we had decided 

otherwise).  We duly walked around both of these over the course of a few hours.  Some interesting 

stuff in both but by the end we both felt “museumed” out.  We walked around Kensington Gardens 

and along the Serpentine then a tube ride back to the Thames Embankment was followed by watching 

some street entertainers underneath the London Eye.  We finally finished off the day with a pub meal 

in a local village on the way back.  

Quite a good three days. 
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Things I Found Out at the JK – Steve Webb, M55 

DAY 1 SPRINT – BRUNEL UNIVERSITY 

1. Neil Crickmore has too much time on his hands.  I had a pretty good run in the Sprint and at 

download was pleased to see I was 2nd out of 69.  Unfortunately I was over a minute behind 

the leader, a big margin, and eventually I got bumped down to 5th.  As I was chatting to Neil 

Crickmore, who had posted that leading time, he explained how he had “geeked” the event 

beforehand so that none of the legs were really a surprise for him.   

2. I need to make better use of the hired contactless SI card.  By the end of the weekend I 

developed confidence to run straight through the controls, sweeping the card over the box 

and checking the card for a confirmatory beep.  But at the Sprint I hadn’t adapted technique 

and wasted time going right up to the boxes and effectively still making physical contact. 

3. If going contactless avoid in-out routes.  The received wisdom seemed to be that if your route 

choice can take you through a control rather than in and back out the same way you save four 

seconds.  I only received this wisdom after my run – doh! 

4. Don’t dither.  I chalked up about six fastest legs out of twenty but also spent too many seconds 

stood still thinking, “left.......or right....or perhaps left?” 

DAY 2 MIDDLE DISTANCE – AMBERSHAM COMMON 

1. I am rubbish at Middle Distance.  I didn’t really find that out, I just had it confirmed.  My run 

was nothing like the egregious effort at the British Middle Distance at Leith Hill last year.  At 

download I was again 2nd, but out of only 6 finishers this time and I ended up 20th out of 89.  

The area was a mix of woodland and heath and at No. 3 I burst onto the flat heath, ran too far 

and got pulled off line by a tempting flag.  From then on I was playing catch up and had a series 

of small errors. 

2. The JK is a good excuse to catch up with people in different areas.  We were able to visit a 

friend of mine from childhood who lives just a few miles from Ambersham, and the previous 

night we stayed with friends from GO – reciprocating our hospitality from JK2016.  No need 

for AirBnB with AIRE B&B!  (Love it!  Ed) 

DAY 3 LONG DISTANCE – ST LEONARDS FOREST AND HOLMBUSH 

1. Don’t believe what you read.  By this I mean the event details and even the map legend.  M55L 

used both of the mapped areas and in the first half in St Leonards Forest I was going well and 

I think I was about 4th at the map exchange.  The first part of Holmbush was a rhododendron 

frenzy so I took care and got through OK.  Then we had a long leg to No. 16.  This was a bit 

controversial because some people spotted a route choice which looked as though it might 

involve contravening a purple overprinted “not to be crossed” fence to exit a large field.  The 
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out of bounds marking was not clear but on the ground there was a clear route through on a 

forest road. 

Anyway I decided to cross the field further up and exit via a clearly marked crossing point.  The leg 

was going very well until I hit the part of the woods used for paintballing.  This was full of temporary 

wooden structures (unmapped) and I found it all rather confusing.  Fortunately I then came across a 

helicopter!  Well it was just a helicopter fuselage, placed so the painballers could play out their 

“Apocalyse Now” fantasies (I love the smell of napalm and Wilf’s chilli in the mornings).  But I knew 

from the event details that there was a helicopter fuselage shown on the map as a black X, and this 

was shown also on the map legend.  Find the X and I find my exact location.  So where was it.......?  

After careful and lengthy examination of the map through my compass magnifier I drew a complete 

blank and decided to try and relocate off something else, which I eventually did. 

So that was a costly leg and dropped me down to 12th out of 86 when otherwise a top 5 finish was 

probably on the cards.  And the mystery chopper?  Apparently the black X was shown on the 1:15,000 

version of the map but got missed off the 1:10,000.  Doh! 

DAY 4 RELAY – PIPPINGFORD PARK 

1. KISS – keep it simple stupid.  I ran M165+ with Pete Haines and Ian Marshall.  My most useful 

contribution to the team was when I was chatting to Joyce and Ian in the arena and Ian 

mentioned something along the lines of “Pete will be off in about 10 minutes” and I replied 

“He’s been out there for about 25 minutes already!”.  At which point Ian instantly got ready to 

rumble!  Anyway after Pete and Ian did their thing I got out on last leg.  After an error at No. 1 

I got my act together and seemed to be making good progress, and was even making better 

use of the contactless SI.  No. 12 was at the top of a hill and as I exited I was pleased to see 

rival teams from TVOC and GO who started well ahead of me still heading into it.  At this point 

I could have hammered home my 

advantage by executing a very simple 

route to No. 13 – right on a contouring 

path, cut left downhill on a road when 

you see it, cut right off the road when 

you see thick veg coming up, can’t miss 

the pit.  In fact I decided to hammer 

home my advantage by heading off on 

a rather vague descending diagonal, 

got sucked downhill and ended up to 

my great surprise and frustration back 

at No. 11? 

The hard earned advantage was thus thrown away, I did catch TVOC on the long climb to the final 

control but GO and others were long gone. 
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Overall it was a very enjoyable weekend.  The areas were not mind blowing but were generally nicely 

runnable, the maps pretty good I thought (except for helicopters!) and the organisation was smooth.   

It was good to meet up with friends from around the country and it did not rain, which always helps!  

And as always with orienteering I learned some lessons. 

 

 

Day 3 M55L 15 to 16.  Dodgy field exit is east of control 20.  Would you expect to be able to exit the 

large southern field via the north east corner on the road which is north of the olive out of bounds?  

I didn’t risk it and crossed the field at the southern end. 
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British Trail O Championships 2017 – Margaret and Alan Parker 

Saturday 6 May 

Following on from our success (or rather lack of it) at Trail O events at the JK over Easter we competed 

in the British Trail O Championships held at YMCA Lakeside late on the Saturday afternoon following 

the foot O champs at High Dam. 

This was in a good technical area though some recent vegetation growth caused some problems for 

us. For those people with limited mobility there was a good gravel/tarmac path. 

The map at 1:4000 had been considerably updated and much detail added which aided the setting of 

some really complex questions. A full range of skills were required to be successful. These included:  

 accurate distance judging (anything from 5m to 100m) 

 contour interpretation particularly following a contour through the ground from a known point to 
the kite in question to determine its relative height 

 remembering that in Trail O only crags and boulders over 1m high are mapped 

 planning ahead so that an early view of the next kite cluster is obtained thus saving time in retracing 
your steps. 

 

We were very pleased that we got all of the timed controls correct – four problems over two sites, 30 

seconds each. After this initial success things went somewhat awry! 

For the weekend we stayed we stayed at YMCA Lakeside on a B and B basis which we can thoroughly 

recommend as basic, but very satisfactory accommodation. We had taken our kayak with us and, after 

the relatively high winds of Friday and Saturday, awoke on Sunday morning to glorious weather and 

were able to have a lovely paddle up and done the quiet western shore of Windermere. We will return.  

 

Decision time BTOC                                         

 

 

 

 

Lunch stop on 

Windermere 
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The Alternative JK – Pete Jones 

Whilst some of you were enjoying the pleasures of this year's JK, Ruth and I decided to head further 

east for a 'gentle' cycling trip in the Indian Himalayas.  We've done a couple of these before. This one 

was organised by Exodus and described as moderate/challenging.  On the face of it, it looked pretty 

easy, 500k over 10 days leisurely cycle touring.  What it failed to mention was the 10,000m of climbing 

and +40C temperatures.   

Anyway, the meeting point was Amritsar in north western India.  We flew Heathrow-Delhi-Amritsar, 

with a 3hr change in Delhi.  I have changed planes in Delhi before.  It can occasionally be OK, but 

mostly it involves a lot of queuing.  This time, predictably, it involved a lot of queuing and we just 

made our connection.  Others weren't so lucky and finally arrived 15hrs later, not the best start to a 

holiday. 

We had a night in Amritsar and our first 'opportunity' was to go to the Indian -Pakistan border, about 

20k away and see the ceremonial changing of the guard by the India and Pakistan armies.   This has 

featured on one of Michael Palin's documentaries and involves a lot of strutting around and loud noise 

- apparently.   I say apparently because we 

never got anywhere near the actual 

ceremony, as it seemed most of India had 

the same idea.   

The concept of orderly queuing is not 

embraced in India and after 30 mins of being 

squeezed and jostled in 40C temperatures 

we aborted and headed back to Amritsar 

where an evening visit to the famed Golden 

Temple was next on the agenda.  This is the 

holy place for Sikhs worldwide and is quite 

spectacular, but most definitely not the 
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place for a quiet look round.  We went again in the morning for a daylight visit. All Sikh temples provide 

a free meal for pilgrims, irrespective of race or religion. Here that meant 100,000 meals a day and by 

the scrum around the kitchens I could quite believe this.  

We then had a transfer by bus to Pragpur ready to start cycling the next day.  The route itself, 

covered 500k across Himachal Pradesh, covering between 30 and 70k a day.  I won't talk you 

through the details, the pictures give you a good idea of what it was like.  A typical day was start at 

8.00am, ride for a couple of hours, stop for  'chai' at a roadside dhaba, ride another hour of two,  
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then lunch, usually rice, roti, dhal and vegetable curry, then maybe another couple of hours to our 

overnight stop.    There were 12 in the group with two guides.  Hard tail mountain bikes were provided, 

and given the state of the roads were a good option (higher up the roads frequently become dirt 

trails). You could ride at your own pace, stopping to take photos whenever inclined, and the team 

would re-group every now and then. One of the guides led, the other was always at the back acting 

as sweeper.  Most of the route was well away from what might be considered the normal tourist trail 

and we were continually asked to be in selfies with the locals.    

All very friendly. This was our third 

cycling trip to India and it's a fantastic 

way to experience the country.   You're 

in the middle of all the sights, colours, 

sounds and particularly the smells that 

make India what it is, and of course up 

close to the people.   

After eight days we made it to the top 

of the Jalori Pass, the high point of our 

trip at about 3200m, not especially high 

but there was a lot of up and down to 

get there.  What came next was an 

exhilarating 52k descent, losing over 

2500m. The trouble was it took us back down into the searing heat of the lowlands and although we 

only had around 5k to go, the heat really got to me - I had to stop for a 15 min dowsing in cold water 

which just about got me to our hotel, where I found I'd a pattern on my head, having being sunburned 

through the holes in my helmet.  (Where is that photo? Ed) Our 9th day sounded easy - only 37k.  But 

come-uppance for the day before - all uphill, 2000m of ascent to the hill top town of Narkanda.  The 

final day saw us make our way on a mostly downhill journey (only 600m of ascent) to the summer 

capital of The British Raj - Shimla.  I now fully understand why the British chose to decamp there in  
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the summer.  A fascinating place, with a very pleasant 

temperature (mid 20sC).  There has been a programme, much 

repeated on UK TV, about the railway line built to facilitate the 

annual British exodus from Delhi.  That was our route down, 

96k of twisting, turning, tunnelling, on the Shimla narrow 

gauge railway, to the plains town of Kalka.  On the TV it looks 

quite idyllic, and I suppose it is, but the journey takes six hours 

and by that time you're desperate to get off what is a cramped 

, uncomfortable and increasingly hot prison. It's interesting 

but cycling down would have been a great ride.  And finally a 

mainline 1st Class air conditioned train to Delhi.  By British 

standards probably 3rd or 4th class but beautifully cool.  A day 

in Delhi, doing the sights and then the long journey home.  A 

pretty challenging trip (albeit not up to the epic standards of 

our last Himalayan cycling trip over the high (5000m) passes between Manali and Leh).  For anyone 

who wants to see the world and get some exercise at the same time, I'd thoroughly recommend it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dates for the Diary 

Parkrun Takeover, 1st July – Leon Foster 

In an effort to promote the Bradford weekend on the 
8th and 9th July, it is proposed we stage a 'parkrun 
takeover' on Saturday 1st July at the Lister Park event.  
This will involve taking over as many of the volunteer 
roles as possible, and we will be able to give a short 
speech to the 4-500 people before the start. For the 
non-marshalling roles help will be available.  
I am also hoping to set up a maze at the finish and give 
out flyers as well.  
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Airienteers David and Howard 

at Bradford Parkrun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fat Rascal Chasing Sprint: 8th July 

This will take place in Peel Park and Lister Park (further details on the AIRE website).    

Please note, there will be adult coaching on the day, and space for a picnic in between the prologue 

and the chase, at Bradford Grammar School.   

Airienteers Dales Weekend:  16th – 17th September 

The weekend will take place on two fantastic adjoining areas, Attermire and Malham. Both days are 

Level B events with Malham counting towards the YHOA Superleague.  See the AIRE website for 

further details. 

Volunteers needed for Stiles distribution in the Dales 

Guy Patterson 

In September our two races for the Dales Weekend, at Attermire and 

Malham, will need stiles.  

Please can volunteers get in touch with me to help with distributing stiles. 

My home number is 0113 2292201. 

airestiles@outlook.com 

I will very much appreciate help with these stiles.  Please do not hesitate to 

get in touch.  Guy  
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Two on the Outer Hebrides with Bikes – Wendy Carlyle 

Having read an article in a Sunday Magazine, written by a travel journalist who cycled the Hebridean 

Way, and there being a couple of documentaries on the islands in recent times, we put them on the 

adventure list for this May. 

After some initial planning, I booked accommodation and ferries through a company called Hebridean 

Hopscotch.  We could also have booked bikes and baggage carriage with them (and indeed a flight to 

arrive on the beach at Barra!) but we were concerned when they said their smallest bikes were 18” 

and we could ‘just lower the saddles’ so we decided to take our own bikes via train.  Friends advised 

us to get out everything we wanted to take then put half back and that we did, the heaviest items in 

my two small panniers being…..yes you’ve guessed it…..my cameras! 

The train tickets were something of a nightmare.  All the different companies encourage cyclists but 

then only provide two reserved spaces per train.  We went to the very helpful counter service in Leeds 

Station and came away with 32 tickets (and those were for the return journey only!)  Breaking the 

journey down in to stages and buying single tickets made the whole holiday much cheaper. 

So, panniers fixed and test cycle done, we got on the 

train at Bingley headed for Oban and an overnight stay 

in Margaret’s very cosy Airbnb.  The crossing to 

Castlebay on Barra took 5.5 hours but there was lots 

to see including dolphins passing under the bow.  The 

quality of food on Calmac ferries has also greatly 

improved.  With hindsight we should have stayed put 

on Barra for an extra day as we would have liked to 

have seen more of this small but very pretty island, 

and also explore its southern neighbour Vatersay with more time.  There are no huge hills on these 

southern islands.  The roads are undulating and the views beautiful. 

The next day the weather was fine and we set out 

along the western coast to the ferry terminal, 

detouring to Barra Airport in the hope of seeing a 

plane landing on the beach, but sadly we were too 

early and had to be in time for our ferry to the next 

island of Eriskay.  Four islands, two ferries and two 

causeways under our wheels in two days! 

We loved that all the way through these islands we 

spotted cast aside bicycles at the roadside, sometimes bus shelters full of them waiting for their  
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children owners to get off the school bus at the end of 

the day.  We passed tiny kirks and cottages and those 

white shell beaches with turquoise waters. 

South Uist was our least favourite island as the machair 

flowers were delayed by a cold spring and the land was 

flat and generally featureless.  It was very quiet to cycle 

through and the Kildonan Museum was worth the stop.  

North Uist was much more to our liking.  A friend had 

described it as being ‘more water than land’ and she was 

right.  We branched off the Hebridean Way to explore Grimsay and it was nigh on impossible to tell 

what was freshwater lochan and what was sea loch.  The road was again undulating with lots of rock 

detail in the terrain.  We rounded bends and came across small settlements and boats, also the 

detritus of island living.  One house was bounded by a ‘wall’ of scallop shells.  Grimsay had a 

Scandinavian feeling about it. 

The next day we were headed for another ferry and 

it was probably the best weather day of our trip.  We 

were following the Hebridean Way west around 

North Uist to the ferry terminal on Berneray and from 

there to South Harris.  This was a day of fabulous 

views and Sunday quiet roads, often with turquoise 

waters to left and right, through small settlements 

with both pretty and derelict cottages, accompanied 

by oystercatchers and lapwings. Once inland from the 

coast we were across wild moorland and by pine forest occasionally into strong headwinds and 

crosswinds (to prepare us for the forecast gales of the next two days!). 

The biggest, creamiest, honeyist, fruitiest bowl 

of porridge fortified me for the beginning of 

two days of climbs in the Harris Hills.  The 

weather was fast deteriorating and the second 

day gales caused us some issues as we cycled 

up and over Climish.  A sudden gust took out 

Tony and his bike and we spent the next half 

hour flat on the ground waiting for lulls in 

which to make progress.   
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On Day 9 we arrived in Stornoway and it 

was strange to be amongst traffic and lots 

of folks.  The Museum in Lews Castle was 

well worth a visit but we were happy to be 

on our way the following day, taking the 

single track Pentland Road (built by 

Leverburgh) for 12 miles from east to west 

coast.   

 Once arrived on the west coast we cycled 

north to Gearrannan Blackhouse Village 

and then turned back south to stop off at 

the Dun Carloway Broch high on a hillside with fabulous views out to sea, finishing our touristy day at 

the Callanish Stones. 

 

 

We had decided not to cross from Stornoway to Ullapool as we didn’t fancy cycling the road back to 

Inverness, so at this point in our holiday we turned south again (into a headwind!) and retraced our 

route over the Harris Hills to Tarbert where we picked up the ferry to Uig on Skye.  We took three days 

cycling down Skye to Kyle of Lochalsh, via Uig, Sligachan (we recommend staying in the Lodge) and 

Saucy Mary’s Hostel in Kyleakin, catching the 06.11 train along that pretty route to Inverness and 

onwards to home. 

Two pieces of advice if you consider following our route: 

 Cycle south to north as the prevailing wind is from the south west 

 Stay put in the same place occasionally.  We should have stayed an extra day on Barra to enjoy 

it and Vatersay as we were at the mercy of the booked ferries
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Orienteering in the Big Apple – Richard Foster 

HVOC event, Prospect Park, Brooklyn 14/5/17 

A work trip to Atlanta and stop-off in New 

York on the way back gave me the 

opportunity to have a look for some foreign 

orienteering. Sadly, due to BOC, I flew into 

Atlanta too late to take up the option of a 

local Georgia Orienteering event somewhat 

close to town (nor did they have any POCs 

which is a shame as Georgia Tech would make 

an excellent urban/sprint area), but I did spot 

a Hudson Valley OC event in New York over 

the following weekend. Rarely for the US, it was an “urban” event in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, 

so it seemed a great opportunity to go and run an event in the US. 

The event itself was being organised by HVOC as a memorial for one of the organisers’ 

husbands (and mapper of the Prospect Park map) who had recently passed away. 

Out of sheer coincidence, my North Leeds clubmate (and soon to be Airienteer!), Martin 

happened to be in New York at the same time and joined me in the short trip from Manhattan. 

We turned up at the Prospect Park Carousel (featured in numerous TV shows set in New York 

– Third Watch and CSI:NY spring to mind) and were met with a standard AIRE-style low-key 

event set-up – i.e. tents and tables still going up with registration still being set up. We also 

quickly discovered that the local group of orienteers was largely comprised of Russian-

speaking origins, with the organiser/planner coming from Eastern Ukraine. 

Both Martin and I ran the Red course (the labelling 

of courses was slightly different)– the longest 

course available – composed of two loops of 

4.3km/100m and 4.2km/80m, both loops also being 

used as other courses, with a run up to the finish in 

and back in between. Despite being described as 

“sprint-style,” all the legs were more standard 

course length legs, but still offered some interesting 

orienteering, especially in the wooded areas.   

I ran the first loop, without incident, excepting that 

since we were using punch cards and I’d got so used 

to just touching the controls at AIRE informal 

events, I forgot to punch the first control and had to go back to do so! The second loop (extract 

shown below) was slightly more technically difficult and posed a couple of more difficult legs 
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and as I tired, I made a number of small mistakes that started to add up. Although I did 

manage to avoid the patch of poison ivy which apparently surrounded one of the controls 

(longs would have been better than shorts!) and also was oblivious to a bale of turtles that 

was also near one of the controls! 

No official results, but I ran about 68mins for the whole course combined and Martin ran 

about 64mins. After a short chat with a few of the locals, including one ex-TVOC member who 

had emigrated from the UK, we cooled down with a gentle jog through Brooklyn and walked 

back across the Brooklyn Bridge (it was too busy with people to run! Although I did manage it 

at 7am the following morning.) 

Extract of Prospect Park. 1:7500. Mapped by Mark and Anna Bekker with updates from Stefan Slutsky. 
HVOC. 
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Jack Bloor Race Report  - 9th May 2017 – Rob King 

Held on Ilkley Moor, this classic 8.4 km navigational fell race was established in 1985 to 

commemorate the life of Jack Bloor, an Airienteer and acclaimed Yorkshire sportsman.  

On a warm, dry evening, Airienteer Jack Wood of local club Ilkley Harriers took the Jack Bloor 

Men’s Senior Race title for a third consecutive year. Finishing in 38 minutes 57 seconds, Jack 

shaved an impressive 29 seconds off his previous winning time.  

After ten years the elusive course record of 38 minutes 4 seconds, set by Airienteer Greg Hull, 

still stands. Second place went to Pudsey & Bramley runner Graham Pearce with Robert Little 

of Dark Peak Fell Runners in 3rd place.  

First MV40 and 6th overall was Adam Osborne of Leeds City AC. Running for Ilkley Harriers, 

Ralph Tench took the MV50 title. In an impressive time of 48:19 first MV60 was Ben Grant of 

Harrogate Harriers. Finishing just inside the hour was first MV70 Dave Tait of Dark Peak Fell 

Runners.  

Representing Ilkley Harriers, winner of the men’s U23 Arthur Dolphin Trophy and 10th overall 

was local lad Jack Cummings of Langbar. Jack finished in 42:13 improving on his previous time 

by a very impressive 2 minutes 19 seconds.  

Young talent was also reflected in the 

women’s race where under-23s claimed all 

four top positions. Running for Ilkley Harriers, 

Airienteer Lucy Haines put in a very strong 

performance to win the overall Jack Bloor 

Women’s Senior Race title and the Pat Bloor 

Women’s U23 trophy in a time of 48:20. Club-

mate Jemima Elgood took second place 37 

seconds later. Last year’s winner, Sarah 

Hodgson and Annabel Mason came 3rd and 

4th respectively for Leeds University.  

Carol Morgan of Nidd Valley again retained the Mike Rose Bowl for first veteran woman over-

40. Sally Houghton took the WV50 title for Ripon Runners whilst first WV60 was Sue Morley 

of Knaresborough Striders.   

Senior prize-winners receive one of the coveted Jack Bloor Small Trophies. Hand-crafted by 

James Fonquernie of Leeds, these glazed clay figures portray a different rock carving found 

on Ilkley Moor. The 2017 Small Trophy shows the Nine Planets Rock.  

Throughout the rest of the 228-strong field, individual runners sought to improve on their 

personal best, battled with rivals or simply enjoyed the challenge and atmosphere of the race.  
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With three runners to count, Pudsey & Bramley took first place in the men’s team competition 

with Ilkley Harriers 2nd and Wharfedale Harriers 3rd. In the women’s category, the leading 

Ilkley Harriers team of Lucy, Jemima and Sarah Edwards took first place with Leeds University 

second and Harrogate Harriers third.  

We are extremely grateful to our senior race sponsor, the Flying Duck Pub in Ilkley. Occupying 

one of the oldest buildings in Ilkley, this Church Street hostelry is home to the Wharfedale 

Brewery. A bottle of Wharfedale beer was presented to class and team winners whilst all 

runners were generously rewarded with a Flying Duck voucher.  

Loyal sponsor and supporter of the Jack Bloor races and the Memorial Fund, Terry Lonergan 

of Complete Runner kindly provided the race numbers.  

In addition to his own sporting accomplishments, Jack Bloor was renowned for encouraging 

young people to engage in outdoor sport. All monies raised from the annual races go to the 

Jack Bloor Fund that for 32 years has helped support young people to develop physical and 

technical skills in any recognised outdoor sport.  

During the last year the Fund made seventeen grants. Activities included orienteering, be it 

international competition or technical training, developing ski-mountaineering skills, 

undertaking the RYA Senior Instructor course and pre-season warm weather training for 

athletics.  

Applicants must be under-26, Yorkshire-based and a member of either a Yorkshire sports club 

or a national sport governing body. Applications are welcome at any time. Further details can 

be found at www.jackbloor.co.uk 

Earlier in the evening, junior runners tackled courses of half a mile, one mile or 1.5 miles in 

one of five age-based classes (U9, U11, U13, U15, U19). Many were there simply to enjoy the 

occasion with several trying their first fell race. More experienced runners strived for a 

podium position giving rise to some very close and exciting contests in the last metres of the 

run-in.    

The Jack Bloor Junior Races are kindly sponsored by Ilkley’s popular community café, 
Outside The Box, located at the junction of Church Street and Bridge Lane. Every junior 
runner was rewarded with a café voucher. The top three boys and girls in each category 
were presented with certificates, together with elaborate handcrafted cookie-medals, 

designed, baked, decorated and presented by the team at Outside The Box Café.  
  

As ever, thanks go to our sponsors and members of the Gritstone Club, Airienteers, Ilkley 

Harriers and all our other supporters who make this sporting and community event possible. 

Rob King, Race Organiser & Jack Bloor Fund Trustee 

 

http://www.jackbloor.co.uk/
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World Orienteering Day – David Alcock 

On 26th May, people strolling in Lister Park were greeted by the sight of over 240 children 

setting off in all different directions armed only with a map.  What was it all about?  It was 

part of an attempt to beat the world record for the number of people orienteering in one 

day across the globe.  Last year, 224 Year 7 and 8 pupils helped to set the world record (the 

global total was 252,927), and this year, we invited Year 5 pupils as well, helping to smash 

this record.  The task set was for pairs to visit as many checkpoints as possible in 30 minutes 

– and some pairs managed to visit all 27 of them!   

 

The best orienteers proved that they were not only fast but smart, as route choice and 

navigation both played their part.  Here’s to another attempt in 2018! 

 

 

Thank you to Tony Carlyle for his help in putting out and collecting in controls. 


